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In this paper we present a polynomial algorithm to determine a path between a specified pair 
of nodes, which minimizes the cost/capacity ratio. Some computational experiments are also 
reported. 
1. Introduction 
Let G(N, A) be a finite directed network where N= { 1, . . . , n} is the set of nodes 
and A c ((i, j) 1 i#j and i, je N) is the set of arcs. Each arc (i j) E A is assigned a 
cost cjj and a capacity k;j. In what follows we do assume that c,, and k,, are positive 
integers. 
Let s and t be two given and distinguished nodes of G(N, A). A path p from s 
to t in G(N, A) - or simply path - is a sequence of non-repeated nodes and connect- 
ing arcs, joining the initial node s to the terminal node t. Let .9 be the set of all paths 
from s to t in G(N, A). In what follows we assume that .d#0. For any PE 3, let 
4~) = c cij and k(p) = tyhP { ku} 
(i.J)EP 1. 
by the cost and the capacity of path p, respectively. 
In this paper we are concerned with the determination of a path p* E .Y which 
minimizes the ratio c(p)/k(p), over 3. In what follows, this problem Lvill be 
denoted by (P). 
To the best of our knowledge, no paper deals with this special type of fractional 
path problem, in spite of its obvious practical interest. The linear fractional path 
problem - c(p) and k(p) are both linear - has drawn some attention from the 
researchers. A parameter approach, [1,4], and the network version of hlartos’s 
algorithm, [I, 61, can be used in the linear path problem. However these algorithms 
are not valid for the specific problem we are concerned about. Moreover, as far as 
we know, no algorithm is available for problem (P). In this paper we present a 
polynomial algorithm to determine a path p* which minimizes the cost/capacity 
ratio. 
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2. The algorithm 
Let us consider a bicriterion path problem type of MINSUhl-MAXMIN, [3,5] 
that is, a problem in which it is intended to determine a path P’E B which 
simultaneously minimizes c(p) and maximizes k(p), over .d. In general no such path 
p’ exists. Nevertheless a set .YN of nondominated paths can be defined. 
Definition 1. Let p, q E .b be two distinguished paths. p dominates 4 (p D q) if and 
only if c(p) I c(q), k(p)? k(q) and the strict inequality holds at least once. 
Definition 2. Let 9, = { p E d 134 E S s.t. q D p} be the set of dominated paths. 
Then .?,= .Y - 9, is the set of nondominated paths. 
From the above definitions it results clearly that ._&, can be viewed as a set of 
‘optimal solutions’ for a bicriterion path problem. The algorithm that we propose 
for problem (P) is based on the concept of nondominated path. The interested reader 
is addressed to [2,3,5] for details on this subject. 
Let .Yo be the set of optimal solutions of problem (P). The following theorem is 
the support of the algorithm that we propose. It was already proved for the linear 
case, [l]. 
Theorem 1. Y. C 3,. 
Proof. Let us assume the existence of some path p* E .S, such that p*$ .&. Since 
p*6 .YN we may conclude that there exists a path qE .9 such that qDp*. That 
is, c(q)5 c(p*), k(q)rk(p*) and the strict inequality holds at least once. So, 
c(q)/k(q)<c(p*)/k(p*) which contradicts the assumption made. 
Let .Y,*C YN, such that for every path PE s@$, there exists a unique path q~ 3: 
for which c(p) = c(q) and k(p) = k(q) holds. From the definition of 9N+ it results that 
c(p)+c(q) and k(p)#k(q), for any two paths p,q~ .A+‘:. 
The number of paths in 9: is bounded by the number of arcs of G(N, A) and no 
more that 1.3’;] + 1 executions of a shortest path algorithm are needed for determin- 
ing a set Yz, [3,5]. So a set 96 can be computed in B(m C(m,n)) time, where-m 
is the number of arcs of G(iV, A) and C(m, n) is the time needed for determining a 
shortest path in the given network. C(m,n) depends on the algorithm used, but it 
is polynomial in n and/or m, [4]. So, from Theorem 1, the execution of an exhaustive 
search for 9; in order to compute an optimal solution of (P), is not unrealistic. 
However in the algorithm that we present, we need not in general determine an en- 
tire set 9:. As a consequence, the number of executions of a shortest path 
algorithm is minimized. 
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Proposition 1. Let -9: = { p,, . . . , p,} (r 5 m). .YG can be ordered in such a way that 
c(P,)<c(P,+~) and k(p,)<W~,~), for any ie {L...,r- 1). 
Proof. From the definition of -9: it is immediate that .9$ can be ordered in such 
a way that c(p,)<c(p,_,), for any iE{l,...,r-I}. Let us assume that k(p,)? 
k(pj+,) for some jE(l,..., r- I}. If so, we conclude that pjDp,+, which is im- 
possible, because p,+ , E +. 
We must remark that the algorithm to compute 9: works in such a way that p, 
is determined just before pi+ I. 
Let .&={p ,,..., ph ) C ?G and let pj E .d, such that c( p;)/k( p,) 5 C( p)/k( p), for 
any p E P,. Let k^r mas,, 9 k(p). 
Theorem 2. Let us assume that c(ph)2 (c(p,)/k(p,))k. Under this assumption, 
PjE .9(). 
Proof. Let us assume that pi E .Too- From Theorem 1, there exists p1 E ./s: such that 
c(pi)/k(pi)<c(p,)/k(p,). That is, 
C(pi)<(C(p,)/k(Pj))k(P;)~(‘$pj)/k(Pj))k^~c(P/~). 
So, from Proposition 1, we may conclude that pie .r, which is impossible. 
Theorem 3. Let us assume that c(ph) < (c( pj)/k( pj))k. Under this assumption, if 
pi $ .b,, then there exists pI E .Tof7 (.S,* - .jiN) such that k( p,) > (k( p,)/c(p,))c(p,,). 
Proof. Let us assume that k(p,)l(k(pj)/C(pj))C(ph), for any P/E -Yon(..y<- .i,). 
Since p,d gN, from Proposition 1 we may conclude that c(ph)<c(pj). That is, 
k(p,)~(k(p~)/c(p,))c(p~), from where, c(pl)/k(p,)<c(p,)/k(p,). This is impossible, 
because pI E .Yo, by assumption. 
The basic scheme of the algorithm that we propose is the same as the algorithm 
for the MINSUM-MAXMIN bicriterion problem. In short, let us assume that 
p,~ -3: was just determined with such an algorithm. So, as k(p,, ,)< k(p,), the 
arcs (i, j) EA for which k, 5 k(p,) are deleted from G(N, A). In the resulting net- 
work, p,+, is determined as the shortest path for which the capacity is maximal, 
over the set of all shortest paths. In the algorithm that we propose, both Theorems 
2 and 3 are used as an attempt to decrease the number of paths that have to be 
determined. 
Three working variables (p*, ? and <) are used in the algorithm. The first one to 
keep the best path that was determined until the moment, C to keep the value of 
(c(p*)/k(p*))k and c to keep the value of (c(p*)/k(p*)). 
The algorithm is stated now. 
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Algorithm. (k^ must be a large enough integer, no smaller than maxp, *k(p)). 
Step 0: Set S=oo and <=oo. 
Step 1: Compute p, the shortest path for which the capacity is maximal, over the 
set of all shortest paths. If p is not feasible or cup, then finish the algorithm 
(P*E 33). 
Step 2: (1) If (c(p)/k(p))<<, then: 
(a) Set p*=p. 
(b) Set ? = (c( p)/k( p))k^ and set < = (c( p)/k( p)). 
(c) Set x = k(p) and go to Step 3. 
(2) If (c(p)/k(p))?<, then set x=c(p)/< and go to the next step. 
Step 3: (1) Delete from G(N, A) all the arcs (i, j) for which k, IX. 
(2) Return to Step 1. 
In order to clarify the stated algorithm let us explain it step by step. 
In Step 0 the working variables 2 and r are initialized. We must remark that 
p* need not be initialized, because the existence of some path from s to t in G(N, A) 
was assumed which implies that Yo#O. 
In Step 1 a nondominated path p is computed and a stop condition is checked. 
So, the algorithm finishes with an optimal solution p* when either no more paths 
can be determined in G(N, A) or the condition established by Theorem 2 is verified. 
Step 2(l) is executed when path p, just determined in Step 1, is better than the 
best path determined until that moment, p *. So, in this step we only actualize p* 
and i;. When p is worse than p*, Step 2(2) is executed. In this step, Theorem 3 is 
used as an attempt o delete more arcs from G(N, A). In this way it might be possible 
to avoid the computation of some non dominated paths not belonging to .So. 
In Step 3 the arcs whose capacity is not greater than a well determined value x 
are deleted from G(N, A). We must remark that x= /c(p) when Step 2(l) is executed. 
Otherwise, the value of x is established from Theorem 3. 
3. Computational results 
Some computational experiments were carried out with the proposed algorithm. 
Our objective was to test the influence of Theorems 2 and 3 over the number of non- 
dominated paths that have to be determined in order to compute an optimal solution 
of (P). In fact, neither Theorem 2 nor Theorem 3 establishes a necessary and suffi- 
cient condition for the optimality of some path p *. Also the influence of the value 
to be chosen for /! was tested. 
In the experiments, six networks were randomly generated. In each network, only 
the number of nodes (60 and 150) and the number of arcs (500, 1000 and 3000) was 
given. Also the existence of some path between any two nodes was assured. For each 
network, cjj and k, were randomly generated in the range [1, lOOO]. All the random 
numbers are uniformly distributed within a given range. 
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For each network fifty problems were solved, for fifty given pairs (s, t). All com- 
putations were carried out on a microcomputer (Radio Shack TRS-80 Model II, 
with 64K bytes of random access memory) and only the main memory was used for 
data storage. 
Table I 
Computational statistic for the number of paths that have to be computed 
Nodes = 150 
Sum Average SD. 
Nodes = 60 
Mitt Max Sum Average SD. Mitt Max 
Arcs Exhaustive 
3000 search 
778 15.560 3.970 7 27 611 12.220 4.705 3 24 
= 
k=maxk(p) 358 7.160 2.179 3 12 300 6.000 2.129 3 II 
k = max k;; 315 6.300 2.178 2 12 253 5.060 2.208 2 I I 
Arcs Exhaustive 
1000 search 
402 8.040 2.303 3 14 484 9.680 3.172 2 17 
= 
k=maxk(p) 256 5. I20 1.637 3 8 253 5.060 2.034 3 10 
k^= max k,; 226 4.520 1.693 2 8 211 4.220 2.102 2 9 
Arcs Exhaustive 
500 search 
324 6.480 2.605 2 13 346 6.920 3.238 2 15 
= 
fi= max k(p) 225 4.500 1.474 3 9 262 5.240 2.200 3 14 
k = max k,, 199 3.980 1.720 2 9 233 4.660 2.300 2 13 
S.D. = Standard Deviation 
From the obtained results, reported in Table 1, we may conclude that Theorems 
2 and 3 are clearly influent on the reduction of the number of paths that have to 
be determined. Reductions from 22% to 60% were obtained using k^= maxf,.,,EA k,. 
This value of k^ is also clearly better than k^=max,, i k(p). In fact, when 
maxp, F k(p) is used for k^, a path with maximal capacity has to be determined 
also. Furthermore, in all the 300 problems, the number of paths determined using 
k^= max. c,,,jE,4 k, was never greater than the number of paths determined using 
k^= maxP, * k(p). 
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